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Abstract
The research question will investigate
the basic nature of the psychology of
hackers, fear of hacking, and the
attitudes of those who have been
hacked. My theory is, the more
knowledgeable a person is the more
likely they are to fear getting hacked.
Therefore, my hypothesis is
knowledge increases the fear of
hacking. As a researcher conducting
exploratory research I must consider
the null hypothesis. Which
contemplates the independent and
dependent variables are unrelated.
The research is mostly quantitative
because the Linkert scale was used.

Statement of the Problem
In recent news the words “leaked”
and “hacked” have been causing
wide spread pandemonium. During
this year’s American Presidential
campaign, BBC News reported the
anti-secrecy website called
WikiLeaks, released tens of
thousands of emails. “Clinton
campaign chairman John Podesta,
whose emails were hacked, has
claimed the Russian government was
behind the leak and the Trump
campaign knew about it in advance”
(BBC, 2016).

Table II.

Theory
Have you ever hacked something?

• The research question will
investigate
the basic nature of the
Answer Choices
–
psychology of hackers, fear of
–
Yes
hacking, and the attitudes of
those who have been hacked.
–
No • The theory is, the more
Total knowledgeable a person is the
more likely they are to fear getting
hacked.

Hypotheses
• The hypothesis is knowledge
increases the fear of hacking.
• As a researcher conducting
exploratory research I must
consider the null hypothesis.
Which contemplates the
independent and dependent
variables are unrelated

Data Collection & Methods

Data Analysis & Findings

Conclusions

• Enough data was collected to reject the
null hypothesis. The null hypothesis was,
that there would be no relationship
between knowledge of hacking and the
Themes Themes
Meaning Units
FrequencyFrequency
(%)
Meaning Units
(%)
fear of hacking.
No comment
Missing Data
83%
No comment
Missing Data
83%
• Data collected from 52 participants
provided enough information to determine
Encouraging
“Cool Survey”
5.8%
Encouraging
“Cool Survey”
5.8%
certain fears are linked with hacking. My
No
“Nope” “Nope”
10%
No
10%
hypothesis was that if the more a person
Survey Survey
“Please don’t
hack.
It makes
“Please
don’t
hack. aItmess
makes a 3.9%
mess
3.9%
knows about hacking and the
for others.”
for others.”
consequences, the more likely they fear
Results: Included in this table are selected
being hacked.
comments that illustrate the theme. Out of 52
• The data shows that the more a person
participants 43 did not comment on the survey
knows about hacking the less likely they are
(83%). The majority of those who did comment
to have negative thoughts about hacking.
replied no, nope or n/a (10%). 3 participants
• More participants and random sampling
out of 52 wrote encouraging comments. 2 out
Data Analysis & Findings
method would be beneficial to future
52 left comments describing how they felt
research on the fear of hacking.
about
hacking.
Table I. Sample Selection: Have You Ever
• In the beginning stages of the survey, the
Heard of the Term “Hacker”? Answered: 52 Skipped: 0
researcher concluded that use of the word
• Independents Variable: X= cause (knowledge)
fear in tittle should be replaced with
• Shows the independent variable. • Dependent Variables Y= effect (fear)
“concerns.” In reasoning this change would
Does hacking benefit
us?hacking benefit us?
Does
increase validity that more people would
Does Hacking Benefit Us? Answered: 51 Skipped: 1
• Answered: 51
• Answered: 51
want to take a survey that had the word
• Skipped: 1
• Skipped: 1
ANSWER
CHOICES
RESPONSES
Answer
Choices
–
Responses –
Answer Choices –
Responses –
concerned
rather than fear. The word fear
–
17.65%
–
17.65%
was removed to prevent biased opinions
from the title as they took the survey.
Yes
9
Yes
9
In the spring of 2017, I conducted a convince
sample of friend’s family and students.
According to Maxfield and Babbie random
sampling is preferred because the data
collected is less likely to be biased, however I
choose the method of convenience with a
sample size of N=52. An online survey was
administered through my personal social
media account (Facebook) and also distributed
to online courses taken by New Mexico College
students. Considering the topic, I figured my
response rate would be greater and also the
topic relates to social media accounts and
emails.

The table below is qualitative. This open-ended
question provided encouragement, and the
participant’s thoughts on hacking

–

–

21.57%

21.57%

No

No

11

11

–

–

23.53%

23.53%

I don't know

I don't know

12

12

–

–

37.25%

I have
37.25%

Depends on their intentions
Depends on their intentions

19

19

Total

51

51

The sample size was a total of (N=52) with no
missing data. In answer to the question, “Have
you ever heard of hacking?” fully 98.08% of
those surveyed had heard of hacking. Only one
participant had never heard of hacking.

Total

Results: One participant skipped this question on
the survey, which is counted as missing data. The
total of 51 responses varied. 9 out of 51 (17.65%)
said “yes” to the question, does hacking benefits
us. 11 out of 51 (23.53%) said “no.” 12 out of 51
(37.25%) participants did not know if hacking was
Table II. Have you ever hacked something?
beneficial. 19 out of 51 (37.25%) agreed hacking is
Table II. Have You Ever Hacked Something?
beneficial depending on their intentions.
ANSWER CHOICES
Responses
– Choices–
Answer

–
Yes

–
No
Total

RESPONSES

Responses–

51

completed the web-based training
course, “Protecting Humane Research
Participants” which is certified by the
National Institute of Health (NIH). I inform
consent and ensure no harm will come to
the participants who answered my survey
questions. The data I collect does not cause
any psychological harm and is completely
voluntarily. All participants were notified
before they took the survey that this is for
exploratory research. I also explained that
the participants are anonymous and
confidential.

How Often
Do Privacy
Prevent
Youbuying
How often
do privacyConcerns
concerns prevent
you from
products online?
47.06%
How often do
privacy
concerns
prevent you
from buying
products
online? 0 24
from
buying
products
online?
Answered:
52 Skipped:
• Answered:
52

47.06%
24
52.94%
27

Ethics

•
•

•

Answered: 52
Skipped: 0

Skipped: 0

–
ANSWER CHOICESAnswer Choices
RESPONSES

Answer
– Choices –

52.94%
Responses 7.69%
–
27

–

Always

7.69%

Always

–

4

11.54%

–

Most of the time

11.54%

6

Most of the time

–

6

28.85%

–

About half the time

28.85%

4

51

15
• Is a dichotomous rather than a continuous About half the time
15
–
42.31%
variable and it depicts the dependent variable.–
42.31%
Once in a while
22
The data below shows twenty-four 47.06%) Once in a while
22
–
9.62%
people have hacked something before and –
9.62%
Never
5
Never
5
twenty-seven (52.94%) had never hacked
Total
52
Total
52
anything.
Results: 4 out of 52 (7.69%) answered always to the
question. 11.54% answered most of the time. 15
• The Likert scale shows that concerns about
out of 52 answered about half the time. The
hacking are most evident in regards to in having
majority of people 22 out of 52 (42.31%) answered
their identity stolen (4.15 weighted avg) and the
once in awhile. 5 out 52 answered never to the
least evident is grades at school being hacked
question how often do privacy concerns prevent
with a weighted average of (2.33).
you from buying products online.

Responses –
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